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In the name of god 

Name: 
Vision 1 

Lesson 2 

Date: Grade 10 
 

Vocabulary 

A)Fill the blanks with picture given (one is extra) - (1 point) 

1)Daily …………… keeps us healthy.we should do it 30 minutes every day. 

2)My brother donates ……………every year. 

3)You can see ……………under a microscope. 

4)Saturn planet has ……………around  itself. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B)Match the difinitions with words. (one is extra) – (0/75 point) 

5)To move some one or something from one place to another. 

6)To go and get some one or something. 

7)Strong and well. 

a)Collect                    b)Defend                   c)Healthy                    d)Carry 
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C)Fill in blanks with words given. . (one is extra) – (0/75 point) 

(amazing-fact-drops-thousands) 

1)I saw some …………… of water on the flowers. 

2)I have……………of plans to do for next summer. 

3)it’s a ……………that winter is a cold season. 

D)unscramble the following sentence. (0/5 point) 

Defend – white – our body – microscobes – against – cells 

Grammer 

A)look at picture and fill the blanks. (0/75 point) 

1)Nader is…………… 

2)Javad is …………… Nader. 

3)Parviz is……………of all. 

B)Choose the best answer. . (0/75 point) 

1)Ali is 16 years old,Mina is 16 years old.Ali is ……………Mina. 

a)as older                    b)as old as                   c)old                    d)older than 

2)Tabriz is……………City in Islam world. 

a) Beautiful                                                                     b) the most beautiful         

c) More beautiful                                                            d) as beautiful as 

3)My car is ……………your car. 

a)bigger than                     b)the biggest                   c)big                        d)bigger 

C) Look at the picture and answer this question.  (0/5 point) 

Is the girls as old as her mother? 
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Writing 

A)Fill the blanks with appropriate adjectives. (0/75 point) 

(funny – golden – cloudy – careful) 

1) She looked at the …………… sky above the sea. 

2) Mary lost her …………… watch in the park. 

3) Be …………… when you cross the street. 

B) write the comparative and superlative forms. (0/75 point) 

1)Pluto is …………… than the moon of earth.(small) 

2)Lions are …………… animals in the word.(dangerous) 

3)Are you sure this is the ……………way of doing it?(good) 

C)Find the errors and correct them. (0/5 point) 

1)Russia is bigger country of the word. 

2) Mary and Fatima are the oldest than Leila. 

D)Match each adjective with words.( 1 point) 

1)wooden                                                           a)sky 

2)African                                                           b)girl 

3)blue                                                               c)lion 

4)lovely                                                            d)table 
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Reading 

Read the following passage and answer the questions.( 4 points) 

Mercury is the smallest planet in the solar system and the nearest one to the 

sun.it is the fastest planet of solar system.it’s speed is 48 km/h it goes around 

the sun every 88 days.Mercury is like a small,rocky ball in space.it doesn’t have 

any moons.venus is the nearest plant to Mercury.then are no seas,rivers or lakes 

on it.so you can’t live on Mercury but there are wonderful things there. 

1) A year is 88 days on Mercury T F 

2) Venuse is the nearest planet to the sun T F 

3)Which planet is the nearest to Mercury? 

4)What is Mercury like? 

5)Can human live on Mercury?why? 

 

 

 

 

Good luck 
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